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Abstract  
 

The successful implementation of a Pipeline Integrity Management System (PIMS) may require changes to the way data 

is managed, the place where the data is located, changes in workflows, and significant attention to interoperability of the 

resulting systems. In order to adequately manage such a transition phase, an analysis of the client’s enterprise 

environment architecture is performed, to harmonize business rules, technology drivers, applications and data layers. 

Using a case study approach, this paper reports on the installation and migration of integrity tasks to Rosen Asset 

Integrity Management System (ROAIMS) for a major South American gas operator. 

The approach is through a ROSEN modified OGA framework (TOGAF), focusing on the various business 

layers. Firstly, the Framework layer, which represents the existing organizational framework’s structure and layers, is 

defined. Secondly, the Business layer is analyzed. This includes the Departmental structure and relevant business 

workflows, how integrity processes are currently handled, as well as business architecture components. Thirdly, the 

Technology layer, such as operating systems, DBMS’s, GIS/Web servers and extensions, programming languages, and 

web browsers are examined. Fourthly, the Applications layer, which includes existing GIS client or server applications, 

custom applications, data matrices. Finally, the Data layer, which includes existing data flows, maintenance and 

lifecycle, dissemination.  

Data collection was performed by means of a questionnaire and supplementary interviews conducted on-site 

with client experts. Based upon the information captured in the questionnaire and within the context of the five 

framework layers identified above, the migration strategy from the client’s existing data model to a PODS data model 

was defined, including updated business workflows and IT architecture. The results and outcomes were prepared as a 

Report which provides the basis for development of the Project Work Plan. Within the scope of this project the client’s 

geodatabase will be migrated to the ROAIMS databases which are designed to store pipeline related integrity 

information. The data to be migrated derives from an Oracle Enterprise Geodatabase, ILI final reports and other 

documents and document links.  

 

1. Introduction 
 

In order to achieve increased levels of monitoring, auditability and reporting of pipeline condition and risk levels as 

inputs into Integrity Management plans, many pipeline operators have made the transition from GIS-based systems to 

specialized Pipeline Integrity Management Systems (PIMS). Clearly, there are several components to such migrations. 

The most obvious of these is the software component of the migration, which potentially implies new architectural 

components and interoperability requirements. Secondly, the data component: where should data be managed, in what 

formats, and how should it be made accessible to other applications already existing in the organization. Lastly, the 

changes in integrity-related workflows must be considered. How people will carry out their activities, such as risk 

assessments, data upload and alignment, ILI run comparison, and so forth, are critical to the successful and efficient the 

day-to-day functioning of the enterprise. 

The intended result of such a migration can be quite easily identified, but often there also result redundant 

toolsets, such as those which have been superseded by the introduction of a PIMS system, redundant data sets and new 

workflows, which do not fit easily into the current day-to-day operational setup. In order to better manage this process, 
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we have developed a methodology for identifying key integrity related data, applications and mechanisms. The key tool 

in this methodology is a Gap Analysis report. The purpose of this report is to document the ‘pre-implementation’ 

database structure and data flows, schema mapping from existing data model to the ROAIMS PODS model, and identify 

the potential issues, requirements, enhancement and considerations for PIMS implementation. 

 

2. Enterprise Architecture  
 

There is a clear role for IT in support of the wider business strategy. An Enterprise Architecture (EA) is a conceptual 

blueprint that defines the structure and operation of an organization. The intent of an EA is to determine how an 

organization can most effectively achieve its current and future business objectives. For a detailed discussion see 

FEAPO (2013) or ISO (2011). 

 For the work presented here, an EA framework is used as the basis of the Gap Analysis. Specifically, a ROSEN 

modified Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) is used. This framework provides an approach for designing, 

planning, implementing, and governing an enterprise information architecture. Since information and data availability 

have a significant role in this project, this framework is a good fit for the purpose. There are four perspectives which 

form the basis of an enterprise architecture: the business perspective, the application perspective, the data perspective 

and the technology perspective (Figure 1 below).  

 

 
Figure 1. Component view of interdependent EA components. 

 

 

2.1. Business perspective 

  

This perspective defines the processes and standards by which the business operates on a day-to-day basis. The business 

architecture represents the fundamental organization of the company or government agency from a business strategy 

viewpoint. Typical artifacts represented in this layer are value networks, relationships to customer and supplier 

processes, targeted market segments, offered services, organizational goals, and strategic projects. Design and evolution 

principles for business architecture can be derived e.g. according to the market approach or the resource approach. 

 
2.2. Data perspective 

 

This perspective defines and classifies the data (such as document files, databases, images, presentations, and 

spreadsheets) that the organization requires in order to efficiently operate. EA defines data as an asset that has value to 

the enterprise, and is managed accordingly to aid decision-making. Therefore it is critical to ensure that accurate, up-to-

date data and meta-data is maintained and managed correctly. 

 Key data in a PIMS system in this respect include centerlines, inspection data (internal e.g. ILI, external e.g. 

CP, DCVG), general data (such as codelists containing companies, addresses, diameter, etcetera), and non-linear 

(spatial) GIS data. How that data is stored and structured is another key consideration. Various data models exist in the 

Integrity domain, including the Pipeline Open Data Standard (PODS) model, the ArcGIS Pipeline Data Model (APDM) 

and Intrepid.  
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2.3. Application perspective 

 

This defines the interactions among the processes and standards used by the organization. Enterprise Architecture 

defines applications (in the ideal sense) as technology independent choices that can operate on a variety of technology 

platforms. This independence allows the applications to be developed, upgraded, and operated in the most cost-effective 

and timely way. However, in a real-world context this independence is very difficult to achieve: decisions made with 

respect to information technology in turn creates dependencies upon that technology.  

 The intent of this perspective is to ensure that Application Software is not dependent on specific hardware and 

operating systems software. For this to succeed, subsystem interfaces will need to be developed to enable legacy 

applications to interoperate with applications and operating environments developed under the Enterprise Architecture. 

Middleware also, should be used to decouple applications from specific software solutions wherever possible. 

  

2.4. Technology perspective 

 

The Technology perspective defines the hardware, operating systems, programming, and networking solutions. The 

technology architecture represents the fundamental organization of computing/telecommunications hardware and 

networks. A broad range of design and evolution principles from computer science is available for this layer. 

 

 

3. Transition to PIMS: a client example 
 

3.1. Implementation context 

 

The context for the implementation is as follows: the Client has an existing GIS system, a WebGIS, as well as a 

corporate risk strategy. The implementation scope is for a full PIMS system running on a client-server infrastructure, 

which supplies core functionalities of Integrity Management, plus a Dashboard and WebGIS. Within the scope of this 

project the client’s geodatabase is to be migrated to the ROAIMS PODS databases which are designed to store pipeline 

related integrity information. The Client geodatabase has been in place for some time, during which the database has 

expanded significantly in size as well as structure. Several customized tools have been developed to operate upon this 

geodatabase, which has become the backbone of integrity processes at the Client site.  

 

3.2. Business perspective 

 

The business architecture represents the fundamental organization of the corporation (or government agency) from a 

business strategy viewpoint. Typical artifacts represented on this layer are value networks, relationships to customer and 

supplier processes, targeted market segments, offered services, organizational goals, and strategic projects. Design and 

evolution principles for business architecture can be derived e.g. according to the market approach or the resource 

approach. 

 

3.2. Application perspective 

 

One of the key issues in a successful implementation of PIMS is to ensure that existing workflows are either replicated 

or simplified in some way. Mapping functionality consequently means mapping workflows. Within this project we faced 

a client infrastructure of data and tools that grew over time in response to both user needs and business requirements. 

Several small tools (mainly GIS tools) existed at the client. Each tool, or combinations of these tools, played a key role 

in client workflows (see Figure 2). Within the final PIMS system, new integrity-based workflows will replace these 

existing client workflows (see Figure 3). Over time these new workflows have to be trained and practiced before the 

existing client side system can be shut down. From the GAP analysis report, five tools representing different workflows 

were evaluated, and the functionality of each are briefly explained below.  

 

3.2.1. Application A 

This ArcGIS tool reads the data from (1) coating, (2) replacement and (3) pipe segment feature classes and combines the 

latest data sets of these 3 inputs into one output feature class called design / material. The input feature classes store 

historical information upon any changes along the pipeline. In the migration process, the required data for this 

application is migrated to PODS.  
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Client Database
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Excel 
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Parsing  XML
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Aligning
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Data Management
&

 Visualisation Toolbox

Data Synchronization 

 
Figure 2: Customized tools and workflows at the client. 

 
 
 

3.2.2. Application B 

This ArcGIS tool is used for field verifications. The required data for this tool was stored in an Excel spreadsheet. This 

spreadsheet contains information about defect dimensions, coating and soil information. Since field verification 

workflows are fully implemented in ROAIMS, there is no need to migrate this tool.  

 

3.2.3. Application C 

This ArcGIS tools could be used to avoid the manual conversion and data migration. This tool contains the Cathodic 

Protection (CP) system along he client’s pipeline assets (e.g. CIS, Rectifier). In order to use this tool, client used to 

export the data as XML format and then use CPDM tool to import the changes to the GeoDatabase. The tool in fact 

checks whether the data in the corresponding database in already existed or not. In case of existence, it overrides the 

results into the GeoDatabase; in case of not existence, it creates the required datasets and reciprocally adds the required 

datasets back to the database. In the PIMS solution, the ETL module is responsible for data uploads to PODS. This 

module contains predefined templates which restructure the data into PODS compliant tables that can be directly 

uploaded to the database.  

 

3.2.4. Application D 

This ArcGIS tool compares the ‘measure’ value of a point with the actual geometry measure and makes the required 

corrections. Since in ROAIMS there is a workflow which reads the measures from the PODS database, the workflow of 

this application is covered. 

 

3.2.5. Application E 

This ArcGIS toolbar has the following functionalities: 

1. Add layers from geodatabase (including a predefined grouping and symbology) 

2. Select features and show documents 

3. Identify tool (customized to show different relational fields) 

4. Select by attributes (customized dialog) 

5. Identify Route Location (customized; adds label to route) 

6. Show documents (for selected features) 
 

Items 1 to 5 are used for data management purposes, within an existing ArcGIS 9.x environment.  These functionalities 

all exist within the latest version of ArcGIS, which is part of the upgrade planned for the PIMS implementation. In 

addition, ROAIMS offers a module called document repository which replaces the requirement for item 6. 
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3.4. Data perspective 

 

In general we can distinguish between linear event data and offline spatial data. Linear pipeline data is stored along a 

linear distance system. The centerline represents the line geometry of the pipeline section. Examples of linear event data 

are installations like valves, casings or inspection results like CP readings. Linear event data can be described by 

distances and/or measures along the centerline. For example, a valve at measure 12345m. Offline spatial data on the 

other hand, cannot be directly described by distances or measures. Examples of offline spatial data are Web Map 

Services (WMS), Web Feature Services (WFS) and data usually stored in ESRI shapefiles, geodatabase feature classes, 

online services, raster data or other spatial data containers. For viewing purposes, ROAIMS directly connects to both, 

the linear event data and to the offline spatial data. When executing ROAIMS integrity workflows, then the offline 

spatial data is intended to be used as a source to generate linear event data. Only linear event data is directly accessed by 

the assessment methods in the software. Specifically, Risk Assessment, which performs complex computations, uses the 

linear event data intensively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3: Generalized Integrity workflows in ROAIMS. 

 

 

During the data integration process, data will be migrated from the client geodatabase to the PIMS system. In 

this process, it is first essential that data be validated. Various processes exist for data validation, however in the case of 

many PIMs systems, there are a range of data dependencies, relationships, and ‘rules’ that are enforced in order for the 

calculations to function correctly. Below, a sample of the validations are briefly discussed to illustrate the complex 

nature of the data migration process. 
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3.4.1. Events located along centerlines 

PODS is designed to store linear data (points and lines) along linear systems (pipelines). The client geodatabase contains 

a centerline feature class having two attributes defining the start and end measure of the centerline. Each record 

represents one centerline and has a unique identifier. This identifier is also present within the line and point event feature 

classes. It is the foreign key to associate point and line events to a centerline. In order to do so, minimum and maximum 

event of the feature class has to be checked against centerline distance extent.  

In general, all of the feature classes must be located within the centerline extent. The result of analysis showed 

that 33 valves, 11 markers and 5 CIS data are falling outside the centerline extent. In order to solve this issue, dataset 

should was manually checked by the client and the necessary corrections were sent to the client. 

 

3.4.2. Events assigned to centerlines 

In general, all of the assets must have a centerline assigned to them. After evaluating the assets of the client, it was found 

that out of 168 centerlines; 605 valves were found, having 113 different centerline identifiers; only 105 unique 

centerline IDs can be found in the centerline feature class. That means 8 centerlines may have valves that cannot be 

associated to them. Also 13 valves out of 605 do not have identifier values. 
 

 
Figure 4: Data validation for valve feature class.  

The small numbers illustrate results of the tests. 

 

It was also discovered that out of 168 centerlines; 6856 markers existed, each having 88 different centerline identifiers, 

while only 76 unique IDs can be found in the centerline feature class. That means 12 centerlines may have markers that 

cannot be associated to them. One marker out of 6856 did not have a centerline identifier value. 
 

 
Figure 5: Data validation for marker feature class.  

The small numbers illustrate results of the tests 

 

In order to solve these issues, foreign key of each asset should be corrected. If after correction the issue persists, this 

means the asset does not belong to that centerline. 

 

3.4.3. Gaps and overlaps between datasets 

The entire centerline shall be covered by a certain type of an event. For every single location along the centerline it is 

expected to have exactly one event value present. When there is more than one value available for a single location, an 

overlap will be identified. When there is no value available for a single location a gap is identified. This issue may cause 

the inconsistency in any analysis results. In order to prove if all of the datasets are correct, the client reviewed the 

datasets and performed the required changes. 

 

3.4.4. Unique identifiers 

Each centerline should have a unique identifier. This unique identifier also should be available within the pipeline 

section as well so that sections can be mapped to the centerlines. During the verification and QA/QC processes, 168 

centerlines were evaluated and only 126 sections were matching with the centerline identifiers. The missing identifiers 

were added by the client. 
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3.4.5. Distance values (linear measures)  

Each feature should have a measure value in order to be integrated into ROAIMS. In order to proof this, all of the 

available feature classes within the database are evaluated and 41 markers out of 6856 did not have measure values. In 

order to solve this issue, event distances were corrected by the client.  

 

3.5. Technology perspective 

The client operates two ArcGIS servers, for testing and production purposes respectively. The underlying database for 

the both environments is Oracle and the operating system is Windows Server. Currently, technological functionalities 

such as Historical Archiving and Versioning are not applied to the database.  

 

 
Figure 6: Outline setup of resulting WebGIS and Dashboard, accessible through internet and intranet. 

 
In the context of this PIMS implementation, the Oracle database shall be migrated to Microsoft SQL Server 

and ArcGIS 10.2 for relational and spatial data respectively. The PIMS system access level management should be 

configured at the user/workgroup level as required, to ensure that appropriate groups are able to perform tasks, but also 

to ensure sensitive information is only accessible to certain users. Since the WebGIS and Dashboard will be available in 

a standard web browser, additional security may be required to control access to sensitive information (Figure 6). 

 

4. Summary and conclusion 
 

The transition from any existing system to another is a complex endeavour. Many aspects must be considered, from data 

migration to consideration of system acccessibility, all the while being aware that current workflows may need to be 

significantly adapted.  

In this paper we have noted that an Enterprise Architecture perspective provides a useful framework within 

which to manage such a transition. While it is practically impossible to discuss all the relevant components of such a 

migration within the constraints of a paper such as this, we have attempted to provide some selected examples of real-

world issues and considerations from an actual client case study, focussing mainly upon the Aplication and Data 

perspectives of the EA framework.  

Specifically, we have noted that within the data migration phase, a frequently overlooked component is data 

validation; ensuring that the demands of the resulting PIMS system will be satisfied by the data and its structure and 

relations. Pipeline centrelines and ‘events’, while reasonably simple geometric features, should be handled with care in 

the database. 

To summarise, PIMS software is designed specifically for the management of Pipeline Integrity. These systems 

may include data sources such as GIS systems or databases, SCADA or EDMS. Workflows within such software are 

designed in order to achieve predefined results, with due consideration of the interaction with other systems.  
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